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This book was created out of a personal need in my own life. My daughter was born with Down
syndrome and I recall how I longed to sit down and talk to someone about all the emotions you
experience when receiving a special needs medical diagnosis. I felt lost and alone and unsure
concerning how to proceed. Continue reading and God bless you on this journey. A few of the
answers will make you laugh out loud, some might make you cry, but they are right from my
center to yours. I sat down and began composing queries with answers I had longed for so a long
time earlier in my existence. I ask and answer these questions based on my own encounters
down in the trenches. You'll be astonished at their simpleness. Some acquaintances of mine
experienced a preemie born a few years ago and just last year got a fresh diagnosis that the
youngster was on the Autism spectrum. I also include 6 Key Strategies for victorious caregiving
abilities. You will receive grace along the way. The strategies are relevant and useful as you go
through your entire day to day activities. These are honest, natural, and real-life questions. These
are designed to help you today, right now, establish your new normal. This book is out to all or
any the parents, family members, and caregivers dealing with someone you care about with
special wants. Eighteen years later on, I offer you solace on your own unique special needs
journey.
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Important First-Hand Information from the Front-Lines! Bobbie Lynn Rider does an excellent job
chronicling her trip as the mother or father of a special-needs child.. I loved scanning this
publication and gaining a bit more understanding and respect for the writer and all the caregivers
of children and adults with unique needs that I've met in my life! Her concept of "whispering
Jesus' name" at especially challenging occasions I found very helpful.! Her suggestions are
helpful and insightful, not only for a mother or father of a special needs child, but for a caregiver
in general. I enjoyed reading this publication and received some wonderful info from it! Great
Solitions for most difficulties for Life's Journey The author has so generously related her
personal experiences of both funny and serious. A wealth of knowledge and encouragement for
all caregivers Even though the reserve is created for parents with special needs kids, I thought it
to become a wealth of understanding and encouragement for almost all caregivers irrespective
the disabilities with in virtually any family. In all honesty, it was ideal timing for me and honestly I
am certain that God planned this book for me personally to read.. More than advertised This
quick read fast paced little book is indeed much more when compared to a strategy and steps for
caring for a special needs child, or being a caregiver for just about any need. Bobbie Lynn's
unique design requires that you face queries that lie deep in your center, and by the finish of the
book you realize you have learned where to find the answers to almost any difficult situation in
lifestyle.. Everyone needs this reserve to have readily available and to tell those you know. Great
Reserve! Bobbie Lynn goes on her journey, yet reaches out for you as if she is standing up beside
you providing encouragement. I wouldn't have felt so by itself and scared. It really is a great
supply for parents and caregivers of those with special needs to hopefully obtain some insight
and answers to questions they are likely asking themselves. I also experience it really is great for
those who are not in the special requirements caregiver role to be able to see a little glimpse into
that role and hopefully gain just a little perspective and understanding for anybody they meet in
that function! I appreciated the personal stories she wove into her publication. Wonderful book,
thank you for sharing your answers and tips!! Raw Honesty and Hopeful Encouragement I liked
the open up sharing of real tales as well as the hard-learned solutions for other people who are
experiencing similar circumstances. I personally loved the word Jesus name again and again as
another method to overcome many conditions.! Perfect book for just about any caregiver! In case
you are struggling with the demands of caregiving, her friendly, gentle advice will uplift you!! She
made me feel that it's Alright to feel and encounter all that you perform in the house of a
particular needs person. She's made great word choices making it a useful read for everyone
desiring a better way of living thru life's challenges. Keys for Victorious Surviving in Difficult
Circumstances We loved the honesty and willingness to share events from her existence that
may talk with the lives of others.and as a Mental Health professional. When you are in the “hard”
areas, many times it is difficult to maintain your perspective.! Jesus, Jesus, Jesus.” This book
presents faith-based answers to that question.. There exists a quotable sentence on almost
every web page, you laugh, you cry a bit, and you learn as you read to find strength to handle
difficulty.something about that name!! I recommend this book not merely to families dealing with
a disability but also to merely deal with all life’s problems. Having sought answers to the same
questions herself, she shares her encounter to let you know that it CAN be done, that a existence
of abundance can be done in spite of that abundance coming in unexpected ways.. Comfort and
ease and Encouragement for Caregivers When one finds oneself in a caregiving scenario, the
immediate response is normally something along the lines of “How do I cope with this? Keith
Fussell Encouragement, Honesty and Prayer are fundamental I found the genuineness of the
whole read to be thus helpful and encouraging. If you need encouragement and help coping, or



know someone who does, this is certainly an excellent read. Amazing This book is a lifeline to the
journey of caring for someone with special needs. I desire I had it when my child was created. I
believe it really is a great examine not only for parents of children with special requirements but
for everyone. Would be a fantastic gift for family members, teachers, etc. Many thanks for
placing answers to your greatest fears on paper! Everyone would reap the benefits of reading this
reserve whether you are a caregiver of a particular needs child or not. Truly a Blessing! The
Author and her book! And for sharing Christ along the way. It helps to really appreciate what
these caregivers really do on a daily basis. If you like to feel enriched then you will get it from One
on One! Experience is the best teacher. I really like how she talks so much about going straight to
god, the father for everything. She also provides spiritual suggestions about marriage. This
component really stood out to me the most. Personally i think this book is a fabulous way
without going for a long path to get there, of helping each and everyone involved with a family
unit. He understood what I had a need to hear. Read the book, it’s definitely a blessing!! I've only
known Bobbie for two years, but her friendship is truly a blessing. Who better to talk to than
someone who lived it.. some accurate humor. GREAT INSPIRATION What an awesome book for
anyone who is a caregiver! This publication offers you a quick reference to help you to get that
perspective back again! I'm so pleased with Ruder that she exposed to give her inspiration to
other people who are caring for special needs kids or just taking care of a family member. I really
like this book! Friendly encouragement Bobbie Lynn combines encouragement with a genuine
view of special needs parenting.!! ? I love this reserve! As a family therapist I am hoping to
recommend this publication to my customers.! ? As a sibling of a Special Needs Sister...An
instructor of a non-profit dance group for individuals with disabilities. Loved it :) Recommend !
Terms of encouragement and assistance from anyone who has walked in your sneakers, who
knows what you are going through, and who all cares. She did an excellent job of answering
crucial questions from a spot of experience.. Rider also provides great spiritual insights she has
obtained..this book was heartfelt and heartwarming! This is an easy browse, filled with wisdom
and good advice as well as heartfelt encouragement for others. ? Bobbie Lynn makes you feel like
you are sitting on the couch with your confidant and greatest friend. It touches a few of the hard
to answer questions with love, support, &
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